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on this recording we did some never-before-recorded works by debussy, ravel
and stravinsky, as well as a couple of shorter pieces that i missed out on the
first time round- a piece by stravinsky, with my own cello version of the second
cello part of his early work a summer evening on the grasshopper pond ; a
piece by debussy, with a cello transcription of his l'image ; and a song for cello
and piano by ravel, la traviata . the piece, commissioned by my lovely wife,
was another personal commission but there are a lot of admirers of the work
around and so many have asked me for a recording of this, i didnt want to
disappoint anyone! i hope its as good as the last time around. its a gorgeous
little piece, written in memory of my wife. it is a really special piece to her and
i hope it is the same for all of you who hear it! but of course i didnt say that
aloud for fear of tittering! there was a later period around 1965-68 when i
wrote transcriptions for cello and piano of four of his pieces, which ive tried to
bring back to life with the release of this disc. i included them on here- the
"boite saison" ; celestial harmonies ; rosary ; grain . the sonata no. 4 was
commissioned by a leading cellist, georgy svetlanov, who dedicated it to the
cellist, irina nahornitskaya. in doing so, svetlanov reminds us, he was not so
much honoring a cellist as an artist, because to be a great cellist one needs far
more than cello: one also needs extraordinary musical instinct, rigorous
training, and the ability to analyse and understand the works that one has
already mastered. it is no surprise, then, that the four cello sonatas proved
immensely successful in the cellists and pianists pedagogical repertoire,
becoming a standard textbook for cellists and a favourite for students in the
late 1920s and early 1930s. the i have marked it in the score as original, but i
presume that svetlanov more than likely was influenced by prokofievs cello
sonata no. 1, op. 44. this piece was in common currency among concert
cellists in the thirties. the same must also have been the case with svetlanovs
sonata no. 2 in f major (op. 103, completed in 1936)
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my piece for pierre amouroux is written for him and his wife sylvia and was
recorded by all three of us in paris. but i was asked by tatiana baskova to
record it and when i say that the piece was written for her youll see what i
mean! it has a dual appeal; firstly, for the sheer beauty of the violin music
(reminiscent of the finale of the barber of seville, surely the greatest violin

concerto of all time), and secondly, because of tatiana and pierre, whose love
story is a wonder to behold. the épouse célèbre was a great admirer of ravels

ballet gaspard de la nuit, writing a beautiful essay which she re-expressed
beautifully in an act of great generosity. this piece for marin alsop is not quite
a rarities disc; it was written with a certain envy towards his own concerto for

violin and orchestra, which has the most incredible passage near the end when
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the violin seems to be giving a solo of its own. the piece is actually dedicated
to john and jean collette but it has been many years since ive played it.

despite the title, this piece is written for john. he never recorded it but it was a
long journey to finally bring it to recording. like many of my pieces, the second
shepherd was a piece that developed over time, and yet became something i
was always fond of. unfortunately, john never liked it because the cello part

seemed an imposition, and it was john who orchestrated the early editions of
this work that he disliked. incidentally, i performed the cello sonata with the
great welsh cellist darrel denson; but it was mostly a rather sad occasion in

the end, having been rather badly injured a few days earlier in the car
accident on the way to the barbican hall. anyway, he continued to play even
though he was in intense pain, and it went down a treat. i think the sonata

probably suits him very well. but im taking the second sonata back to perform
with him on november 17th. so much more fun that way. its a surprisingly

beautiful, though not easy work to perform, and i know id much prefer
performing it with him. i also did a recording of the first movement with

emmanuel pahud, for whom the sonata is an absolute show-stopper; he also
plays beautifully, and i think that his touch and understanding of the complex
motivic structure of the movement give him a very good grasp of the work.
and we both love debussy, so its a delightful musical collaboration. a lovely

way to make a difference to the world, a message from the living to the dead;
and a more useful one, too, surely. thats my motto. heres hoping. 5ec8ef588b
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